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Foreword
Shule Yangu (SY) Alliance Campaign, in partnership with the National Land
Commission (NLC), The Ministry of Lands & Physical Planning (MoLPP),
Ministry of Education (MoE), Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission
(EACC) and EACHRights developed this handbook to act as a source book
on Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) related to Public School Land Titling.
Representatives from the above named institutions and organizations are
members of the Inter-Ministerial Legal Working Group (IMLWG), which was
set up to complement the work by the Multi–Agency Taskforce on publicschool land titling, gazetted in 2018 in response to a Presidential directive on
public-school land titling, following the attempted grabbing of Langata Road
Primary School playground in 2015.
The handbook has incorporated technical views from key stakeholders both
in the public and civil society. We are hopeful that it will serve its intended
purpose, which is ensuring that right holders are equipped with the requisite
knowledge and skills to defend and protect public school spaces, with a view
of complementing ongoing efforts by the government to ensure that all public
schools are titled and protected.

Edmond Gichuru
Chairperson, Inter-Ministerial Legal Working Group
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BRIEF HISTORICAL BACKGROUND ON
PUBLIC SCHOOL MANAGEMENT IN KENYA
During the colonial period, missionaries-built schools, provided financial
support, recruited and trained teachers, developed and oversaw the
implementation of the curriculum, and approved new teaching approaches.
With the attainment of independence, majority of public school land was
reserved either by way of issuing reservation letters as security to protect the
land from encroachment or by registering the land in the name of the County
Councils as trustees on behalf of the community. It was therefore tenable to
secure school land through the above methods.
With time and due to an increase in population, more public schools were
established through communities setting aside land during the adjudication
process. Similarly, land buying companies were required to surrender a
percentage of their land as a pre-condition for approval of sub-divisions to be
used for public purposes such as schools. Further, land for schools and other
public purposes was specifically planned and reserved in settlement schemes
and in subdivision of Group ranches. In some instances, land was bought using
public funds or donated by well-wishers.
Since independence in 1963, education has remained a priority in Kenya and is
still considered critical and essential for individual and national development.
Public school land, especially the ones in cities and towns happens to be in very
prime areas hence prone to attempts of encroachment and grabbing both by
citizens as well as by institutions or organizations. The Government Program
of Titling all public-school land was started in earnest with the promulgation
of the 2010 Constitution. In 2015, the President – Uhuru Kenyatta, ordered for
an accelerated process of this after a public outcry following attempts to grab
Lang’ata Road Primary School.
Currently, all public-school land should be duly registered under the Cabinet
Secretary for Treasury as the public trustee and the custodian of public
assets.
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THE STATUS OF TITLING OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS IN KENYA
From records held by The Ministry of Education, Kenya currently has 32,354
public schools operating in Kenya and 70% of these schools do not have title
deeds (as of November 2019)
Over 4,100 public schools have formally reported being at risk of being
grabbed due to lack of ownership documents.
The Government is currently conducting a school land audit exercise across
the Country in order to verify the stages at which different schools are as far
as efforts towards public school titling are concerned.

Constitutional provisions on the Right to Education in Kenya
It is important to note that every child has a right to basic education under the
Constitution of Kenya (2010). This is in line with existing human rights laws
and regional and international treaties that Kenya is party to. The Government
of Kenya is further obligated by the Constitution to protect, fulfil and promote
the realization of the right to education.
It is therefore the duty of the Government, public school’s management and
the communities to ensure that the land on which public schools are built
on is safe from grabbing, lawfully registered and being used for educational
purposes. Failure to do so could lead to a decline in the accessibility of public
education, effectively leading to the violation of the right to quality basic
education in line with the laws of Kenya.
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The Government also has a duty of ensuring that through land allotment,
public schools are allocated land for future construction, which is a special
condition during the issuance of letters of allotment. Equally, the Government
is required to safeguard these parcels of land set apart for future construction
of schools.
Some of the relevant laws and statutes around Public Land Management
include the following:

• Constitution of Kenya
• Survey Act (Cap 299)
• Land Act of 2012
• Land Registration Act of 2012
• National Land Commission Act of 2012
• Environment and Land Court Act of 2011
• Community Land Act of 2016
• Land Adjudication Act (Cap.284)
• Limitations of Actions Act (Cap.22)
• The Physical and Land Use Planning Act of 2019
• Urban Areas and Cities Act of 2011
• Environmental Management
			

& Coordination Act (Cap. 387)
• Law of Succession Act (Cap 160)
• Basic Education Act of 2013
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SOME OF THE FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS (FAQs) ON
ISSUES FACING PUBLIC SCHOOL LAND OWNERSHIP AND
THE PROCESS TOWARDS TITLING THEM
What constitutes a public school?
Public schools are schools established, owned or operated by the government
and include sponsored schools (Section 43,(a) Basic Education Act).

What is a public school at risk?
A public school at risk is any public school without any form of land ownership
documents including a title deed, a certificate of lease or a letter of allotment,
or an approved Part Development Plan. It also includes one that has not been
surveyed and fenced or and one that has an existing or potential land dispute
case. Equally, a school at risk includes those that are at risk of encroachment
from squatters or community members. Further, it includes schools which as
a result of their closure, children would fail to access the requisite education,
thus disadvantaging them. Public schools having informal leases and subleases are also at risk.

How can we protect public schools at risk?
One way of ensuring that schools are protected is by ensuring that each public
school has a title deed.
A title is the evidence of the right of the ownership to a piece of land where
one can maintain control and exclusive possession and enjoyment of the
property and can be demonstrated based on the existence of; Certificate of
Title/Title Deed; Certificate of Lease; Grants or a Letter of allotment. This can
also be demonstrated based on any land that has been reserved, surrendered,
donated or planned for a public school by the government.
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Other strategies for protecting public schools include the following;
I.
Ensuring that the school is well fenced. This will also dissuade potential
land grabbers or illegal settlers from encroaching or grabbing;
II.
Put up signboards on school land showing that the land is owned by
the school;
III.
Register a Caveat (Caution) at the Land Registry to prevent any
transactions from taking place on the land in case of any threats;
IV.
Make a report to the relevant institutions listed at the back of this
guide in case the threat of losing the land is active;
V.
Constant vigilance and reporting to relevant authorities by the
community;
VI.
Utilizing school alumni to spearhead and support protection efforts;
VII.
VIII.

Filing a case in court to stop any action likely to lead to the loss of the
school land.
Finalising documentation and transfers of donated or surrendered
land.
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Why it is important to title public school land?
I.

A title, being a formal document showing evidence for land ownership
confers rights to the school and protects the schools from arbitrary
eviction without prompt and fair compensation;

II.

It leads to reduced disputes in land ownership and boundaries;

III.

It enhances incentives to invest in land due to the perceived security
that it provides;

IV.

It attracts government and donor support for development of
infrastructure i.e. classrooms dormitories and recreational facilities
including sports and theatres.  

What category of land does public school land fall under?
Public school land falls under the public land category, which is one of the three
recognized categories of land as stipulated in Article 61 of the Constitution of
Kenya (2010).
The two other categories of land are;
• Private land
• Community Land
Below is a brief explanation to the three types of land;
Public land – that which is lawfully held, used or occupied by any State organ.
An example of this is land occupied by public schools, hospitals and any other
public utility.
Private Land – registered land held by any person under freehold or leasehold
tenure, and which has been declared by an Act of Parliament to be private
land.

Community Land – that which is held by communities identified on the basis
of ethnicity, culture or of similar interests and lawfully registered in the name
of group representatives, transferred to a specific community or declared to
be a community land by an Act of Parliament. Other categories of community
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land include; land lawfully held, managed or used by specific communities
as community forests, grazing areas or shrines; ancestral lands and lands
traditionally occupied by hunter-gatherer communities; or lands originally
lawfully held as trust land by the county governments.
For detailed information on the process of Titling Land refer to
Sections 30 and 105 of the Kenyan Constitution.

Can public schools be converted to private institutions?
Article 10 of the Constitution of Kenya (2010), Section 1,12 (2) & 15 (2) Land Act, 2012)

NO.
Public schools cannot be converted to a private institution or to any other
private status without consultation with the National Education Board (NEB)
and approval issued by the Cabinet Secretary for Treasury who is the custodian
of public land (and all other public assets) as trustee of the public.
Equally, a conversion would require the government to mount public
participation as outlined in by Article 10 of the Constitution of Kenya (2010).

Can public school land be allocated to a private person?
(Section 12 (2) and 15 (2) of Land Act, 2012)

NO.
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The law prohibits the National Land Commission from allocating public land
set aside for public purposes such as land reserved for public schools.

Is it possible to convert community land to public?
(Section 22 and 23 of Community Land Act.)

YES.
According to the Constitution of Kenya (2010), community land may be
converted to public or private land through compulsory acquisition, donation,
transfer, surrender, or allocation but this must be agreed upon through a
Community Assembly.

Can trustees sell land they hold on behalf of communities?
(Section 6 (8) of Community Land Act, Trustees Act)

NO.
Community land shall NOT be disposed off or otherwise used
except in terms of legislation specifying the nature and extent of the
rights of members of each community individually and collectively.

For more information refer to Articles 10, 62, 63 and 64 of the Kenyan Constitution 2010,
as well as Sections 1,12(2) & 15(2) of the Land Act 2012
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What are the functions of the Board of Management (BOMs) for
Public School?
The functions of BOMs include (but are not limited to) the following:
• Promote the best interests of the institution and ensure its
development;
• Promote quality education for all pupils in accordance with the
standards set out in the law;
• Ensure and assure the provision of proper and adequate physical
facilities for the institution;
• Determine cases of pupil’s discipline and make reports to the County
Education Board (CEB);
• Provide for the welfare and observe the human rights and ensure
safety of the pupils, teachers and non-teaching staff at the institution;
• Allow reasonable use of the institution for community, social and
other lawful purposes subject to such reasonable and equitable
conditions as it may determine including charging a fee; and
• Receive, collect and account for any funds accruing to the institution.

What has the government been doing towards titling and protecting
of public school land?
The Government gazetted the Multi-Agency Working Group on School Land
Titling on 1st November 2018 vide a gazette notice No. 12311 to fast-track the
titling of public school land. The Multi – Agency Working Group comprises the
National Land Commission, The Ministry of Education, Ministry of Land and
Physical Planning, Shule Yangu Campaign Alliance and other partners. So far,
the team has achieved the following;
Through the Ministry of Lands and Physical planning, the Government
introduced waiver of fees related to school land titling, which include stamp
duty, conveyancing fees, official search costs, registration and stamp premium,
with an aim of accelerating the school titling process;
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•

Spearheaded the school land audit and titling of over 10,000
public schools across the Country;

•

Through Shule Yangu Alliance Campaign, the Multi-Agency
Working Group has sensitized and continues to sensitize Head-

•

teachers, Principals, Boards of Management, Public Land
Defenders and the general public on the titling process; and
Established and operationalized Inter-Ministerial Legal Working
Group on school titling which was set-up to review, recommend,
reform or support enactment of laws and policies to better
safe-guard public school land. They were also charged with the
responsibility of supporting public schools with ongoing cases
in court, as well as other land disputes by finding solutions to
ensure they remain protected.

How do we know the status of public-school land?
(Article 35 of the Constitution of Kenya)

Every Kenyan citizen has the right to access information held by the state under
the law. To find out the status of any public-school land, one can establish
through any of the following ways:

14
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•

Find out from the headteacher or Board of Management of the
school;
• Find out from public institutions such as National Land Commission,
Ministry of Land Physical Planning, The Ministry of Education or from
their County representative offices; and
• Conduct an official search at the local land registry where the school
is located to establish if the title is registered
• Find out from the County Survey offices if the school land is surveyed
and the survey number issued.
To conduct a search at the land Registry, one needs to have the following
documents;
i.
Copy of title deed;
ii.
Copy of ID and Kenya Revenue Authority PIN Cards of the person
applying for a search;
iii.
Land parcel number;
For more information on right and access to information, refer to Article 35 of the
Constitution of Kenya 2010 as well as the Access to information Act of 2016.

What if my school does not have a title deed? What is the process of
applying for a title deed?
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1. One needs to make an application to National Lands Commission,
which will then verify the current status of the land and then issue
a letter of allotment if the school is planned by way of having an
approved Part Development Plan (PDP) and forward the same
to the Ministry of Lands and Physical Planning to issue a lease
and thereafter register the lease and issue the title. If the land is
registered under the defunct County/Municipal Council, then a
transfer will be prepared conferring the right of ownership to the
Cabinet Secretary for Treasury as a custodian of all public assets i.e.
Trustee of that particular school.
2. If the school is located within a Settlement Scheme, one needs to
apply to Ministry of Lands and Physical Planning for discharge of
charge and subsequent issuance of Title.

Who should be the registered owner of a public school?
All public-school land should be registered in the name of the Cabinet
Secretary to the Treasury as the trustee for all public schools.

What is the process of titling school land that has been donated by
an individual or an institution?
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Once a donor or an institution surrenders land they privately own to the
public, the National Land Commission (NLC) will forward the surrender
document together with a transfer prepared and executed by NLC on behalf
of the Cabinet Secretary for Treasury to the respective Land Registry within
the Ministry of Lands and Physical Planning for registration of the surrender
document from the donor and issuance of title for the school.

What happens where a donor of a public-school land has died before
succession?
The office of the Attorney General through the Ministry of Education will
pursue the land through the Law of Succession Act in Court to eventually
ensure that the school is titled.

Who is a sponsor in relation to public schools?
This is a person or institution who makes a significant contribution and impact
on the academic, financial, infrastructural and spiritual development of an
institution of basic education.
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Sponsors can participate in the affairs of the BOMs so long as their contribution
in the school is significant.
Examples of sponsors include churches, mosques and other religious
institutions .

What is the role of the sponsor with regard to public schools?

•
•
•

•
•

To participate and make recommendations of review of syllabus,
curriculum, books and other teaching aids;
Representation in the School Management Committees and Board of
Management;
To provide supervisory and advisory services in matters regarding
spiritual development in schools including appointment of chaplains
at their own expense;
Maintenance of spiritual development while safeguarding the
denomination or religious adherence of others;
To offer financial and infrastructural support;

How is public school land within community land secured?

This is done by the community management committees after consultation
with or participation of the entire community who will then identify the
location and delineate it as stipulated in the enacted Community Land Act.
The establishment of the public school should be in accordance with the Basic
Education Act.
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PUBLIC SCHOOL LAND DISPUTE RESOLUTION
PROCEDURES AND PROCESSES

What is the nature of public-school land disputes in Kenya?
a) Land Grabbing: This is acquiring land through a fraudulent
or illegal process which attracts both criminal and civil
consequences. Anyone who has acquired land including
public school land illegally loses that protection under the
law. The National Land Commission and the Courts have
powers under the law to cancel or revoke illegally acquired
title deeds.
b) Boundary disputes: Refers to disagreements between
neighbours over their rights and duties with respect to
adjacent land. These are resolved by registering the dispute
with the relevant Land Registrar and the County Surveyor
who visit the disputed site to bring a resolution. Alternative
Dispute Resolution (ADRs) mechanisms have been used and
continue to be used to resolve boundary disputes.
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c) Succession disputes: Succession refers to the process of
distributing the property of a deceased person after his/her
demise. A dispute may arise when the rights of a dependant
are not adequately catered for. If land is donated to a school,
the ownership/title of the land is legitimately transferred to
the school.
d) Multiple allocations – Refers to a situation where the same
piece of land is allocated to more than one entity/person(s).
It arises when more than one party claims ownership of
the same piece of land based on formal land ownership
documents. This usually happens through fraud and
corruption.
e) Land claims – This occurs when another party claims to
own the land with or without land documents conferring
ownership. Some of the claims include historical land
displacements, lack of proper compensation, ancestral land
claims, etc.
f) Transpositions – Transposition occurs when a school is
transferred from one location to another. This could be
done for economic, environmental or logistical reasons.
g) Overlaps as a result of different registrations – Due to
Kenya’s multiple land laws in the past decades, it was
possible for a piece of land to be registered in separate land
registration laws.
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What are the procedures of land dispute resolution in Kenya?
1. Formal processes include filing litigation in courts of law or launching
boundary dispute cases with the land registrar.
2. Semi-informal systems include liaison committees, management
committees, community land management committees. Such
systems are supported by several laws. For instance, the Physical
and Land Use Planning Act establishes two institutions at County and
National levels that can hear and determine claims and complaints
relating to land use planning.
3. Customary approaches (Traditional Dispute Resolution) which are
basically informal systems.
Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) Mechanisms are measures that can
combine customary approaches with modern innovations and technology.
This is in line with Article 159 (2) (c) of the Constitution of Kenya (2010) which
requires the Judiciary to encourage the use of Alternative Dispute Resolution
(ADR) mechanisms while resolving issues including those related to land.
These include mediation, arbitration and negotiation.

What is the role of the courts in land dispute resolution?
Environment and Land Court Act of 2011 has set up a specialized court
for matters related to land and environment with hope of quickening the
determination of land cases in Kenya. The setting up of the court is in adherence
to Section 162 (2) b of the Constitution of Kenya (2010) to enable the Court to
facilitate just, expeditious, proportionate and accessible resolution of disputes
governed by this Act.

How are boundary disputes determined?
The repealed registered land Act cap 300 gives land registrars power to
hear and determine land boundary disputes. This has been retained in a
different format under section 18 & 19 of the Land Registration Act of 2012.
A HANDBOOK FOR PUBLIC SCHOOL LAND DEFENDERS
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All boundary disputes should be reported to the land registrar for hearing
and determination. Any appeal against the ruling of the land registrar may be
made to the Environment and Land Court.

Can Alternative Dispute Resolution Mechanisms be used to resolve
land disputes?
YES.
The Environment and Land Court Act in Section 20 (1) and (2) recognizes and
leaves space to accommodate alternative dispute systems in accordance with
Article 159(2) (c) and further widened in Article 189 (4) of the Constitution
of Kenya (2010). Alternative Dispute Resolution refers to alternative methods
or other mechanisms or processes that exist in resolving disputes other
than litigation with the need to enhance access to justice, reduce backlog
of cases and resolve dispute expeditiously. Any other appropriate means of
alternative dispute resolution including conciliation, mediation, arbitration
and traditional dispute resolution mechanisms may be used in resolving land
dispute in Kenya.
For more information on Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR), refer to Articles 67(2)
& 159 of the Constitution of Kenya 2010, Arbitration Act of 1995 among others.
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STRATEGIES FOR PROTECTING PUBLIC SCHOOLS AT RISK
Who needs to protect school land?
1. Citizens: Every citizen has a duty to protect public land. This is
because public land belongs to all the people of Kenya as our wealth
and heritage and its benefits are shared by the general public. The
community around the school can also lead efforts in protecting the
land since they interact with it more.
2. Public offices and institutions: Public offices serve to protect public
interest and welfare and therefore have a duty to protect public
school land at risk.
3. Community leaders: Community leaders have a lot of influence in
shaping opinion, influencing action and mobilizing support. They can
utilize their power to protect schools at risk.
4. Civil Society: They equally have the ability to influence action and
mobilize support. They can be effective in protecting public school
land.
5. School Administration: The school administration through its Board
and its management have the duty to protect their land.
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All these institutions have an important role in protecting land owned by
the school. They can work together to achieve successful efforts towards
protecting schools.

Which institutions can one report to where a public-school land has
been grabbed or encroached?
a) The National Land Commission;
b) The Ministry of Lands & Physical Planning;
c) The Ministry of Education;
d) The Local Police Station;
e) Commission on Administrative Justice (The Ombudsman);
f)

The Local Area Chief; and

g) The Attorney General/ State Law Office;
h) Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission

Who should act for a public school in court where the school land
has been grabbed?
The school should be represented by the Office of the Attorney General (AG).
The concerned school should inform the AG immediately. The National Land
Commission should also be informed. It is a standard practice for NLC to
support public schools that have case in court. Schools should not use their
resources to hire private lawyers.

If a citizen wishes to surrender back grabbed land or irregularly
allocated land, how would they go about it?
The original Title Deed should be taken back to the Land Registrar within the
Ministry of Lands together with surrender documents for the surrender to be
registered. The title can also be surrendered to the EACC or to the National
Land Commission.
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CONCLUSION
There is an urgent need to empower Mwananchi on the various avenues
that exist within the law, in order to spur individual contributions aimed at
complementing efforts by respective Government agencies in ensuring that
all public-school spaces are titled and effectively protected. This guide is
therefore aimed at supporting ongoing efforts by citizens to protect public
schools across the country. The Inter-Ministerial Legal Working group is
hopeful that citizens and other key actors will find the guide useful in their
efforts on protecting public schools in Kenya.
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INSTITUTION
National Lands Commission

ADDRESS
Ardhi House
1st Ngong Avenue
P.O Box 30450-00100 Nairobi, Kenya

Ministry of Lands and

Email: info@landcommission.go.ke
Ardhi House

Physical Planning

1st Ngong Avenue
P.O Box 30450-00100 Nairobi, Kenya

Email: info@ardhi.go.ke
Commission on Administrative 2nd Floor, West End Towers
Opposite Aga Khan High School
Justice
off Waiyaki Way – Westlands

Ethics and Anti – Corruption
Commission

Tel: 020 2270000
P.O. Box 20414 – 00200
Email: info@ombudsman.go.ke
complaints@ombudsman.go.ke
Integrity Centre
Jakaya Kikwete / Valley Road Junction
(020) 2717468; 0727 285663; 0733 520641
Email: eacc@integrity.go.ke |
report@integrity.go.ke

www.eacc.go.ke
Office of the Attorney General Sheria House
State Law Office and Department of Justice
Harambee Avenue
Nairobi, Kenya
Email: communications@ag.go.ke |
legal@justice.go.ke
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Office of the Director of
Public Prosecutions

NSSF Building, Block ‘A’ 19th Floor
P.O. Box 30701-00100.
Nairobi, Kenya
Tel: +254 2732090 / 2732240 |

Shule Yangu Alliance
Campaign

0723 202880 / 0787880580
Email: info@odpp.go.ke
Kindaruma Road, Off Ring Road, Kilimani
Gate No. 713, Suite No. 4
Tel: 0705 087 070
Website: www.shuleyangu.co.ke

Transparency International –
Kenya

Twitter: @shuleyangu
Kindaruma Road, Off Ring Road, Kilimani
Gate No. 713, Suite No. 4
Tel: +254 (0) 202 727 763/5
Mobile: +254 (0) 722 296 589 |
Hotline: 0800 720 721| SMS:22129
Email: transparency@tikenya.org
www.tikenya.org

Organizations and offices that made this
Handbook possible:
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Shule Yangu Partners;

Developed with support from
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Kingdom of the Netherlands
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